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About This Game

BIOS comes from the acronym Basic Input Output System. BIOS is a fast pace First Person Shooter. The player needs to
complete the different simulated hostile environment the fastest way possible, combining skills and strategy. The Early Access

of BIOS, includes 3 games modes: STRIKE (SP) - ANOMALY (SP) - COOP (2-3 Players). It also includes a total of 8
environments and 34 map challenges. BIOS is a fast paced, high octane asynchronous competitive game. Your goal is simple,
make it to the end alive and the fastest way possible. The players will develop strategies and refine their skills to make better

times and compete in the leaderboards.
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I saw this game a long time ago on Greenlight, and I thought to myself "This looks like The Binding of Isaac, but it has its own
spin on it and it looks cool as buttox." So I decided to vote yes in hopes that it would one day make it to steam. I have waited a
long time to see this game (In all truthfulness I forgot about it for the longest time so I missed out on its first public version) and
it did not dissapoint me. The game is overall very fun and difficult once you get to the higher difficulties. All in all, I would say
10/10 would fall asleep and be sucked into the demon world again.. I don't know about you, but I just tried this game and I
really enjoyed the experience.

This is not a fast paced driving game. It's more than just accel/brake, and turning. You have to adjust tire pressure, trigger 4x4,
use the winch, and more. It's about trying to sort obstacles, and deal with different types of terrains. Not for the short tempered.
You have to be really patient sometimes to pass through a course...

I like the in-game music, and graphics are awesome. I do like the fact your car gets all dirty and muddy and doesn't remain
cherry clean like it used to happen in many old off-road games back then. Also, runs wonderfully on my 2007 PC.

It has took virtual driving experience to a whole new level for me. I really recommend it to anybody looking for that!. If you
enjoy a good logic puzzle, then give this one a try.
It's a 3D incarnation of Minesweeper without the guesswork.
And now there's a new random-generator for infinite replay.. Best season car. I hope Codemasters will bring Lancia 037 Evo 2
in season 2 first week.. A disgrace to the Serious Sam Franchise...

0/10. Awesome vikings game.. It isn’t often that I describe a game as quirky. The term sounds disingenuous and a little
immature but despite that I find the Low Road to be a wonderfully quirky game. It is possessing of an innocent kind of charm
and a sense of humor that doesn’t rely on shock value or trying to be over the top. The Low Road is a game about Noomi Kovacs
a young woman fresh out of spy school who just entered the work force in the world of corporate espionage. From the very get
go the game presents you with a somewhat ridiculous premise and it runs with it. What follows is a charming experience
hampered by some odd creative choices. The game has its flaws but they aren’t that hard to look past.

Full review below:

https://thesubversiveelement.com/news/2017/9/2/the-overdue-review-the-low-road. I love a good ATC game. This is just right!.
UniBall is a great game. It has a diverse and unique community which has supported the game throughout its highs and lows,
and NickW has shown clarity and determination to ensure this game continuously develops. From this, I believe the transition to
Steam will rightfully bring UniBall into the spotlight, and thus giving the game the popularity it deserves.. It's a Lewd game, the
translation could be better...a lot better, but it's understandable.
Gameplay is mostly about the adult content.
There isn't that much farming.

Definitely liked playing the game, and will likely play it again to unlock all the scenes.
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E.Wolf's Downloadable Content

I highly recommend the Season Pass if you enjoy Fallout 4. It provides you with all of the DLC as soon as they are released
while saving money from purchasing them all individually.. I won't be recommending this game, because the team who created
it also faked a cash prize for it.

Post #20-Full video of someone beating Zero Reflex
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/405650\/discussions\/0\/451848855000466997\/?ctp=2
Post #35-Person gets called out for "cheating" by a dev
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/405650\/discussions\/0\/451848855000466997\/?ctp=3
Not mentioning any rules
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/405650\/announcements\/detail\/42020744026572434
Adding rules to prevent someone who used the pause button to help him from winning
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/405650\/announcements\/detail\/700672734397188194
Completely anonymous "winner"
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/405650\/announcements\/detail\/698423557474306047. I am total garbage at bullet hells
but... If I had this on NES 17 years back though. I would nail the hell out of this I was good at Super C so, I would've been good
at this too. Nostalgia here we meet again.. I gotta say that I official found this game easy and fun.

What you gotta do is get the Frog Princes to kiss their brides. Boom they are human again.

Short and fun. I played 4 hours on it.

The only thing I hated is the glitches. Off and on. >.<. I haven't beat it yet but it's great, no bugs (from what I've played so far)
and I just love Adventure Time! I recommend this 110%!. Play this game with your friends while you're drunk.
You won't regret it.. So it turns out most of them are dudes.

10/10, traps aren't gay.. Very simple mechanics, but creative dinamics. It's a funny game. Truly the best game on steam. Come
play this game about love and loss, and carrots. This game is perfect, it cured my cancer and was the first game I've ever played
to make me cry. Buy this game if you want to experience true happiness.
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